TOGETHER

CELEBRATE LIFE

Together thru all kinds of weather
Thru highs and lows
We can take the blows
We are cancer strong
Taking anything that comes along—
We will stick together thru thick and thin

Celebrate Life
Is finally here
So many reasons
To stand up and CHEER.
So many BLESSINGS
From up Above
It’s just God’s way
of showing His Love.
With GOD & CTCA
together as a team
Our Cancer journey’s
Not as bad as it may seem…
So we Celebrate Life today
We’re so grateful for the Blessings
that have come our way…

THESE SHOES
These shoes have walked for many miles
Thru ups & downs & many smiles
The path that they have led me on
Has been filled with promise & with song
So for today I have no blues
Cause I know God put me safely in these shoes

CTCA–PATIENT PRAYER
Dear GOD, thank you for leading me here
To be in these excellent doctors hands, without any fear
With caring nurses around me, to wipe away a tear.
Increase my strength, to undergo my tests
Calm me down, I know I’m here with the BEST.
When I have a doubt or a fear
Give me a nudge and let me know YOU are near.
And when I’m all through and I’m going to be OK
Thanks to everyone here at CTCA.

CANCER FIGHTERS
“WE ARE HERE”
We are here—when you need a friend
We are here—with a helping hand
We are here—when you find it hard to cope
We are here—to give you hope
We are here—and we are “STRONG”
JOIN CANCER FIGHTERS TODAY—
IT’S WHERE YOU BELONG!

Health, Hope & Inspiration is a weekly radio broadcast, sponsored by Cancer Treatment Centers of America®(CTCA), designed to help people find answers to
questions about cancer, cancer prevention and overall healthy living. One of the greatest gifts a person can enjoy is good health. A well-rounded lifestyle is the
product of physical, emotional and spiritual health. These three things are interdependent, and that is the message of Health, Hope & Inspiration, as well as the
basis of the integrative approach at CTCA®.
For more information, visit our website at www.HealthHopeAndInspiration.com.
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Cancer Treatment Centers of America® is a national network of five hospitals in the United
States with expertise in treating patients who are fighting cancer. We combine state-of-the-art
technologies with an integrative approach to care in order to reduce side effects and maintain
quality of life during cancer treatment. If you or someone you love has cancer, call 866-712-4673
or go to www.CancerCenter.com/Faith.

